**Slate Vocabulary**

**Dashboard** - A summary of information. Can include charts

**Timeline** - A listing of every interaction with a particular prospect/applicant

  **Interaction** – Any communications with a prospect/applicant including but not limited to forms completed, emails generated, phone calls.

**Events/Interviews** – These use similar set-up to create an event or schedule an interview.

**Inquiries** – Requests for information from prospects

**Reader** – Where applications are reviewed and assigned to reviewers

  **Reader Bins** – Repositories of applications based on designed criteria

**Slate Scholar** – Help documentation found by clicking the light bulb in the upper left corner

**Material** – Document uploaded during the application process

**Checklist item** – Requirement that is received after the application has been submitted (test scores, recommendations, etc.)

**Export** – Columns that will appear in the results of a query or report

**Slate Template Library** – Contains all queryable and filterable fields in Slate.